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Transforming Statecharts into Reactive SystemsyAntonio Gon�calves Figueiredo FilhozHans LiesenbergxAbstractThis paper describes an environment and associated techniqueswhich support the modelling and generation of reactive systems.The modelling is based on statecharts, an extension of conven-tional state transition diagrams, which favours event-driven con-trol aspects related to context swappings which can become verycomplex in non-trivial reactive systems. Contexts are de�ned in-crementally and thus a more structured speci�cation approach isencouraged. Semantics is aggregated in terms of attributes of state-chart elements expressed as functions in C code. At a second stage,a translation of a model into a functionally equivalent program inC takes place. Special emphasis is given to the invariant part ofthe generated code, referred to as the statechart engine, and to thebinding of logical events to events recognized by the underlying ker-nel driving input/output devices. The major advantages broughtby the environment are precise description facilities of subtle be-havioural aspects, punctual action de�nitions to be carried out inspeci�c contexts and the capability of automatically transformingspeci�cations into programs.ySupported by CNPq and FAPESP.zantonio@dcc.unicamp.brxhans@dcc.unicamp.br 1



2 Antonio Figueiredo & Hans Liesenberg1. IntroductionLehman's PWmodel [Leh84], which describes processes related to the de-velopment and the evolution of software, divides the development processinto two stages. At �rst a formal speci�cation is derived from a conceptof an application and, at a second stage, this speci�cation is transformedinto an executable program. This paper is concerned with this secondstage. The adopted instantiation of the second part of Lehman's modelstarts from a partial speci�cation which describes event-driven controlaspects complemented with lower abstraction level descriptions of ac-tions to be executed in speci�c contexts. The environment supports thetask of describing this kind of hybrid speci�cations and transforms themautomatically into functionally equivalent programs.Di�erent abstraction levels are generally used in system design inorder to enable a better understanding of the artifact under constructionas well as to keep its complexity under control. Each abstraction layergenerally favours certain characteristics of a system to the detrimentof others. Di�erent notations are generally used at distinct levels as avehicle to convey the reasoning at those levels.One of the major problems in handling a design at di�erent abstrac-tion levels is maintaining the consistency of di�erent representations ofthe same object whenever a manual intervention is required to convertone representation at a given abstraction level into another at the imme-diately lower level. Automatic transformations are in general feasible atthe lower end of an abstraction hierarchy. Usually, at higher levels littlecomputational support is provided: either transformations are carriedout manually or require manual interventions.This paper describes a set of tools for the support of modelling anddevelopent of reactive systems. These tools are based on the use ofthe statechart notation [Har87] for system speci�cation. The supportedsystem development process consists of two stages. In the �rst stage,the designer speci�es the target system using the statechart paradigm,which is backed up by an interactive statechart design editor. In thesecond stage, the statechart is processed by a transformation tool, which



Transforming Statecharts into Reactive Systems 3generates the resultant reactive software.The statechart notation is very useful in order to incrementally de-�ne active contexts of a system as well as conditions which enable con-trolled context swappings. A statechart speci�cation is complementedwith functions in C code which de�ne localized actions to be carried outas contexts are being activated or deactivated. The task of the systemdesigner is eased since now his major concern is to take into accountwhat to do in a speci�c context without worrying about how the systemgot into this context, or monitoring the satisfaction of context swappingconditions.The hybrid speci�cations (statecharts plus complementary functionsin C code) are capable of being transformed automatically into function-ally equivalent programs. No manual intervention is required once thespeci�cation has been concluded. Thus, the transformation process doesnot represent a new source of errors and it is carried out rapidly. Theseare important factors to be considered if the maintenance of a system isexpected to occur at the highest abstraction level supported by the envi-ronment. The environment provides additional debugging aids based onstatechart animations [GSE92], which too intend to encourage correctiveactions at the speci�cation level.This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief introductionto statecharts and reactive systems. Section 3 describes the architectureof the transformation tool. Section 4 describes the invariant code resul-tant of a transformation referred to as the statechart engine. Section5 describes the binding of events, used in a statechart speci�cation, toevents generated by the underlying platform, which the code has beengenerated for; and section 6 has the conclusions.2. StatechartsThe statechart notation proposed by D. Harel [Dru89, Har85, Har87]favours control aspects and consists of an extension of conventional statediagrams. Statecharts support the description of hierarchical controlspeci�cation of event-driven systems composed possibly by concurrent



4 Antonio Figueiredo & Hans Liesenbergsubsystems whose behaviour might present a certain degree of interde-pendence. The following description does not adhere in all aspects tothe statechart notation and its formal de�nition as proposed by Harel.A particular dialect has been adopted which is better suited to the do-main where statecharts are now being practised.The notation proposed by Harel is bi-dimensional. A system is rep-resented by a rectangle with rounded corners called blob. Its subsystemsare represented as blobs contained within its boundaries. A system canbe decomposed in two ways: into mutually excluding subsystems fromthe behavioural point of view, i.e., at most one of the siblings is activeat a given instant; or into concurrent subsystems, i.e., if one of them isactive, all of its siblings are active too. Subsystems might be decom-posed into even smaller subsystems in the same manner thus enablinghierarchical descriptions.Dynamic aspects of a statechart are captured in terms of transitions�red by events under possibly enforced restrictions referred to as con-ditions. A transition can be established between two blobs (the originand the destination blob) at any level of the hierarchy. A transition isrepresented by an arrow labelled by the �ring event(s) and possibly as-sociated conditions. A transition is �red whenever a) the origin blob isactive, b) one of the associated events occurs, and c) the related restrict-ing condition (if such a condition has been declared) is satis�ed. Undersuch circumstances all blobs from an active atomic descendant of theorigin blob up to the nearest common hierarchical ancestor of this bloband the destination blob are deactivated (with exception of the nearestcommon ancestor) as well as all concurrent components and their activedescendants along this path.At a second stage, the blobs on the path from the nearest commonancestor down to the destination blob are successively activated, withexception of the former. Once the destination blob has been reached,the activation process is sustained until an atomic blob is eventuallyactivated. If during an activation process a blob with concurrent com-ponents is reached, all of its siblings have to become active. The acti-vation process below the destination blob or of concurrent components



Transforming Statecharts into Reactive Systems 5which do not contain the destination blob may be performed basicallyin two ways: if a history is being enforced, the most recently visiteddescendant is reactivated; on the contrary or if none of the descendantshave yet been activated, then the default descendant is submitted tothe activation process. History attributes may be associated either totransitions or to blobs. The history attributes of the former class haveprecedence over those of the latter. History attributes are of two kinds:at or in-depth. A at history applies only to the immediately lowerlevel. In-depth histories apply to all lower levels unless overridden byhistory attributes of blobs or cancelled at lower levels.Semantics may be added to a statechart by means of scripts, referredto as actions, to be executed under certain circumstances. A script mightbe associated to a transition or to a sequential blob. In the �rst case,the script is executed whenever the corresponding transition is �red. Inthe second case, up to three scripts may be speci�ed: one to be executedon entry of the corresponding blob (i.e., at the moment of activation),one to be executed on exit (i.e., at the moment of deactivation) and onethroughout the interval the blob is active. All actions, except the lastone, are supposed to be executed in a very short period of time. Thelast one may take a longer period of time and is thus referred to as anactivity. Harel originally restricted the use of these scripts basically togenerate internal events and to manipulate global variables used mainlyto verify the satisfaction of conditions related to those variables. Otherstatechart features are less relevant to the understanding of this text andthus they will not be discussed further.Reactive systems are characterized as systems which are driven byexternal and internal events producing results in accordance to thesestimuli. Their execution is conceptually in�nite. The output of thesesystems cannot in general be described by a mere function applied to theinput of the system. Statecharts are a very appropriate mechanism tomodel reactive systems because of their essentially event-driven nature.The statechart notation is used in the present work to specify reactivesoftware systems. Scripts, however, are supplied in the form of functionsin C code. In the following sections a transformational tool is described



6 Antonio Figueiredo & Hans Liesenbergwhich converts statechart speci�cations into functionally equivalent Cprograms. The code produced consists of two parts: one part is speci�cand closely related to the structure of the statechart speci�cation to beconverted into a C program; the other is invariant and is independent of aparticular statechart structure. The second part is called the statechartengine and will be described in greater detail. In essence, it implementsthe control actions related with the �ring of transitions.Since di�erent contexts are created by the hierarchical structuring ofa statechart, the designer of a reactive software can address his attentionin a more locally con�ned way to de�ne scripts associated to blobs. Thecontrolled deactivation and activation process performed at each �ringof a transition takes care of more global contexts. Thus, the concern ofthe designer can be centered on setting up the local context on enteringa given blob and on de�ning the process to be run while this blob isactive as well as on the housekeeping tasks to be performed when theblob is left.3. The Architecture of the Transformational ToolThe front end of the transformational tool consists of a bi-dimensionalstatechart editor with simulation facilities [Bat91, Can92, Mas91] devel-oped at USP/S~ao Carlos. The back end, i.e., the application generator,performs the actual transformation [Fig91]. The communication betweenthese two ends is performed via a �le containing a human-readable tex-tual description of the statechart to be converted into a C program.This loosely coupled architecture resulted from a conservative designstrategy which intended to guarantee a certain degree of independencebetween the two ends of the system. The back end was developed fromscratch and the front end had to be adapted to support new features.Among these features we can cite: the facility to specify scripts as Cfunctions; the animation of a speci�cation fed by events occurring duringthe execution, in debugging mode, of the corresponding program gener-ated from that speci�cation; and the generation of textual descriptionsof blobs for the application generator.



Transforming Statecharts into Reactive Systems 7The application generator receives a textual description of a state-chart which reects its nested structure. The transformational processis based on conventional compiling techniques which convert a textualspeci�cation into an executable code. The speci�cation dependent codegenerated by the tool consists of a program template customized in rela-tion to the underlying kernel driving the event generating devices as wellas to speci�c operations dependant on the topology and on the attributesof elements of the statechart submitted to the application generator.These operations select transition �rings and perform the controlled de-activation and activation of blobs (the latter process is referred to as thestatechart engine) due to a transaction �ring. Furthermore, functionsrepresenting scripts are incorporated literally into the generated code asde�ned by the system designer. A script associated to a �red transitionis executed before the statechart engine is set in motion to handle theexit and the entrance of blobs a�ected by the �red transition.4. The Statechart EngineThe blob deactivation and activation process is referred to as the state-chart engine. Its operation is based upon a tree structure which reectsthe topology of the statechart submitted to the application generator.This tree structure is organized and threaded in such a way that themajor operations on this structure are performed e�ciently. These op-erations include the search for the nearest common ancestor, traversingup and down the branches of the tree between two given nodes, and�nding out all nodes that descend from a common direct ancestor.The linear description of a statechart produced by the front end es-tablishes an ordering relation of the blobs and the concurrent compo-nents. Textual descriptions of direct descendants are embedded in thedescription of their ancestor. A default descendant is always the �rstblob in a sequence of siblings. Thus, a statechart is represented as anested textual de�nition. The order of interest for the algorithms pre-sented below is the ordinal number related to the occurrence of the bloband the concurrent component identi�ers in this linear description from



8 Antonio Figueiredo & Hans Liesenbergleft to right. Blob identi�ers are associated to integer values correspond-ing to their ordinal numbers (i.e., they are de�ned to be equivalent bydeclaring them as constants of a given value in the generated code) andare referred to as their numerical identi�ers. A numerical identi�er isused as an index in order to refer an element of the array. This ar-ray element contains the information relevant to the corresponding bloband represents the related node of the tree which reects a statecharttopology.The information kept at each node consists of links used to thread thetree structure, ags indicating history attributes as well as informationrequired to enable the activation of the most recently visited descendantin case of a history enforcement. The size of the tree structure is closelyrelated to the statechart topology submitted to the transformationaltool (essentially one entry for each blob and each component) and doesnot change during the execution of the generated program. The array,where the information about the nodes of the tree are kept, is properlyinitialized by the application generator and allocated statically.The tree structure is threaded in the following way: a) an ancestorpoints to its �rst direct descendant with the lowest numerical identi�ervalue; b) each node points to its ancestor; c) direct descendants of agiven node are inserted in a circular list in increasing order of the valuesof their numerical identi�ers, with exception of the node representingthe blob with the highest numerical identi�er value, which points to thenode of the lowest one. Since the size of the tree structure does not varyduring the execution of the generated program and only strictly necessarymemory locations are allocated for this structure, the overhead of threepointers at each node to perform the required threading is very small.Furthermore, no recursive algorithms are required to traverse the treestructure, and a traversal can begin at any node because of the randomaccess feature of the array where the tree structure is kept.The way the tree structure is built and numerical identi�ers are asso-ciated to blobs turn the algorithm to �nd the nearest common ancestorof two given blobs into a very simple one. The search for the nearestcommon ancestor starts from one of the two given nodes. The links of



Transforming Statecharts into Reactive Systems 9ancestors are followed until a blob with a lower numerical identi�er thanthe numerical identi�ers of the two given blobs is found. The �rst blobwhich satis�es the above condition is the blob searched for.Another important data structure for the understanding of how thestatechart engine works is a list which keeps the global state of thesystem derived from a given statechart. The global state, also referredto as the con�guration of a statechart, consists of all active blobs ata given instant. The numerical identi�ers of all active blobs are keptin this list in increasing order. Whenever an event is handled (referredto as the current event in this context), this list is traversed to checka possible sensitivity of their elements to the current event. If a blobunder consideration is the origin of a transition in condition to be �red,then the active subtree of the nearest common ancestor of the origin andthe destination blob is deactivated and a new tree, which includes thedestination blob is activated. During this procedure the references todeactivated blobs are removed from the list representing the global stateand the references to just activated blobs are inserted. Once stable, thesensitivity checking is continued and applied to blobs belonging to theglobal state list and located after the last inserted blob reference. Thestatechart engine thus presents a deterministic behaviour.Once the statechart engine has been put in action the following stepsare performed: a) it locates the nodes representing the origin (A) andthe destination blob (B) in the array holding the tree structure; b) itdetermines the nearest common ancestor (C) of those two blobs; c) itnavigates from node A down to an active atomic node (D) reachable fromnode A; d) it traverses the tree from node D up to node C deactivatingall blobs and all concurrent components along this path, except for theblob associated to node C; e) it then traverses the tree from node C tonode B and activates all blobs represented by the corresponding nodes onthat path as well as all concurrent siblings of blobs along this path; f) inorder to get the statechart into a stable state, the activation process hasto be continued until an atomic blob is reached descending via defaultsub-blobs or via the most recently visited sub-blobs in case a historyattribute is being enforced.



10 Antonio Figueiredo & Hans LiesenbergConcurrent siblings are activated according to the order in whichthey occur in the circular sibling list. The implemented behaviour isthus deterministic mainly because of e�ciency reasons, since the tar-get machines of the generated code by the environment are sequentialprocessors.Activation of a blob means executing the script (i.e., calling the cor-responding function) speci�ed as its \on-entry" action and starting its\throughout" activity. On the other hand, deactivation means inter-rupting the associated activity and executing the \on-exit" action. Stat-echarts provide controlled deactivation and activation of contexts de�nedby blobs. Other considerations, like how processes exchange information,are left to the designer. The designer must be careful in order to avoidpotential deadlocks. Strategies like temporarily suspending the insertionof new events in the event list have to be implemented too by the de-signer if, for example, an action demands a greater period of time to beconcluded.5. Event BindingMany toolkits are available to support the design of human-computerinterfaces and event-driven systems. The tool here described has beenused in conjunction with the X Window System [Nye90]. The majorproblem is how to bind events handled by the underlying environmentprovided by the X toolkit with the event identi�ers recognized by thecode of generated programs. In general these toolkits keep the controlof the system and take care of the event list.For a better understanding of what part of an interactive program issubject to be modelled by a statechart, the Seeheim's logical user inter-face model [Gre86] is briey described. This model divides a user inter-face into three layers: a presentation layer, a dialogue control layer and alayer which establishes the interface with the application proper. Ideallythose layers should be loosely coupled to guarantee a certain degree ofindependence between successive layers and between the application andits user interface.



Transforming Statecharts into Reactive Systems 11The user interacts with the presentation layer which represents visi-ble symbols capable of being manipulated by the user via input devices.The presentation layer can be seen as the lexical level of the user in-terface, since its major role is to convert external stimuli into abstractinternal representations (tokens) and tokens into visible or audible re-sponse reactions.The dialogue control layer de�nes patterns of how a conversationbetween the user and an application takes place. This layer receivesinput tokens from the presentation layer and output tokens from theapplication via the third layer, i.e., the interface between the applicationand the entire user interface. Based on those streams the dialogue controllayer determines how the conversation evolves possibly generating tokensfor the surrounding layers in response to a change of the internal stateof the user interface. The dialogue layer has to keep the current stateof the user interface and has to have control over this state since thedialogue evolution depends on it. The dialogue control layer can be seenas the syntactic level of a user interface.The third layer establishes the interface between the application andits front end, i.e., its user interface. It calls procedures of the applica-tion, passes the appropriate parameters, receives results and convertsthem into tokens recognizable by the dialogue control layer. From theuser interface's viewpoint this layer represents the functionality of theapplication and from the application's viewpoint it represents the wholeuser interface. Thus, the third layer represents the semantic level of auser interface.An \application" in the context of human-computer interfaces is frag-mented by the designer into functions which implement the scripts asso-ciated to blobs and transitions. The code generated by the transforma-tional tool stripped of these functions represents an intermediate dialoglayer between the presentation and the application layer and its role isto set up and dismantle contexts in a controlled manner. Because thegenerated code takes over this role the architecture of the �nal systembecomes better structured and easier to be maintained.In X Window the interaction of the user with the application takes



12 Antonio Figueiredo & Hans Liesenbergplace via widgets (prede�ned interaction elements like buttons, scrollbars and dialog boxes). An interaction with a widget generates an event.Once an event is handled by the kernel of the X toolkit, a speci�c functionassociated to this widget and referred to as a callback function is called.The system designer de�nes the code of this kind of function.This mechanism provided by the X toolkit was used to establish thebinding of a widget interaction with a speci�c event identi�er, referred toas its logical identi�er, i.e., its numerical identi�er, used in a statechartspeci�cation. The binding is carried out by a call inside a callback func-tion of the function which puts the statechart engine into action whichcarries as its actual parameter the corresponding logical identi�er of theevent to be used in the sensitivity checking of the blobs referred in theglobal state list.5. Concluding RemarksThe statechart paradigm has been used in a particular class of reactivesystems: the domain of human-computer interfaces. Because of e�-ciency reasons a deterministic statechart behaviour has been adopted.The paradigm proved capable of precise speci�cation expressiveness ofmany event-driven control aspects as well as it required only more lo-cally con�ned semantic action de�nitions due to the incremental contextspeci�cation facilities provided by the statechart notation.The use of the paradigm is backed up by a development environment,which transforms hybrid speci�cations (statecharts plus C functions) intofunctionally equivalent programs. The automatic transformation facil-ity as well as debugging aids based on statechart animations carried outconcurrently with the run of the corresponding programs intend to en-courage the development and the maintenance at the highest abstractionlevel supported by the environment, i.e., the speci�cation level.At the moment possible extensions of the statechart notation arebeing investigated. The incorporation of some speci�c control featuresof human-computer interfaces into statechart speci�cations, like \undo"operations for instance, proved to be very tricky or impossible to be



Transforming Statecharts into Reactive Systems 13modelled. The support of basic control frames of such recurrent featureswould turn the speci�cation of such operations into a more \natural"task.References[Bat91] Batista, J.E.S. Um Editor Gr�a�co para Statecharts, MSc The-sis, ICMSC-USP, S~ao Carlos, 1991.[Can92] Cangussu, J.W.L. & Masiero, P.C. Uma Linguagem para Ex-ecu�c~ao Programada de Statecharts, XIX Semin�ario Integrado deSoftware e Hardware, Rio de Janeiro, 1992, pp. 229-241.[Dru89] Drusinsky, D. & Harel, D. Using Statecharts for Hardware De-scription and Synthesis, IEEE Transactions on Computer-AidedDesign, Vol. 8, No. 7, July 1989, pp. 798-807.[GSE92] Gon�calves Soares Elias, V. & Liesenberg, H. Debugging Aidsfor Statechart-Based Systems, Technical Report DCC-11/92, De-partment of Computer Science, IMECC/Unicamp, 1992.[Fig91] Figueiredo Filho, A.G. & Liesenberg, H. Gera�c~ao de Gerenci-adores de Sistemas Reativos, V Simp�osio Brasileiro de Engenhariade Software, Ouro Preto, 1991, pp. 31-44.[Gre86] Green, M. A Survey of Three Dialog Models, ACM Transac-tions on Graphics, Vol. 5, No. 3, July 1986, pp. 244-275.[Har85] Harel, D. & Pnueli, A. On the Development of Reactive Sys-tems, K.R. Apt, Ed., Logics and Models of Concurrent Systems(Springer, New York, 1985), pp. 477-498.[Har87] Harel, D. STATECHARTS: A Visual Formalism for ComplexSystems, Science of Computer Programming, Vol. 8, No. 3, June1987, pp. 231-274.
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